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Who are RSA – setting the scene
Insurance company
With over 300 years’ experience,
we’ve learnt a thing or two about
risk and uncertainty and the value of
insurance to our customers.

Call centres

Visiting customers

We have call centre operations all
across the UK and the world.

We have global consultants and
loss adjusters visiting peoples
homes

Home workers
We did have existing
homeworkers or agile workers in
our workforce.

Lets talk about – mental health
Our mental health and wellbeing can be affected in various ways
Mental Health

Working location

Change

- This crisis has had a distinct impact on people
mentally.
Those working in the office
Those working from home.
Relationships and teamwork

- Lots of new homeworkers
- Not used to working from home
- How do they claim space to work from
- How do they organise the space?
- How do they claim it back?
- What about the people in the office?
- Organisational relationships – line mgr./work colleagues
- Leadership and management
- Alignment of org and personal values
- work pressures
- Occupational insecurity and job stability
- Children / caring for others
- Work-life balance (longer hours?)

I truly believe that if you take
care of your employees, they will
take care of your business

Richard Branson

Mental health & wellbeing engagement curve
High levels of
engagement

Low levels of
engagement

The challenge BEFORE COVID-19

5m

workers
estimated to be
suffering from
a mental health
condition in
UK each year

92%

Reward & Employee
Benefits Association (REBA)

of people with
mental health
conditions fear
admitting to
these at work
could damage
their career

40%

40% of all
workers
globally face
high stress in
their jobs
Deloitte, global trends

REBA

90%

of mental
health survey
respondents in
Hong Kong said
they needed
better support
at work
University of Hong Kong

£651

billion is the cost
to the global
economy each
year in lost
productivity
from depression
and anxiety
World Health Organization
(WHO)

12

billion working
days lost each
year because
of mental
health issues
WHO

Making progress, but
Mental health a priority – but a minority have implemented strategies

78%

Mental health in
the workplace a
top priority for
three in five CEOs

37%
16%
Reward & Employee
Benefits Association REBA

One in six employers have a
defined mental health strategy

a third to introduce mental
26% Over
health strategy this year

This suggests that by early
2020s, more than three-quarters
A further
introduce
mental
willwill
have
a defined
mental
health health
strategy
by 2020
- 2021
strategy
in place

The employer-employee gap – Before COVID-19
Employee values not met by employer provision

86%
of employees said
they valued a flexible
work schedule

50%

but only
of employers
offered it

Deloitte global trends analysis

63%

60%
of employees said
they valued mental
health counselling

35%

but only
of employers
provided it

of employees said
they valued employee
assistance programmes

30%

but only
of employers
offered it

Change – it came fast!
BCM
We started to plan as soon as we
saw this coming. It gave is the
ability to be flexible. We are even
now planning re-occupation etc!

H&S

Look after our people

Mental Health
Ergonomics
In and out of the office

I’m amazed by the response from
the top!!

Leaders
Learning new means of
communication

In the office
First aid
How?
Advice!
Worry!

Social distancing

Fire

How?
Worry!

Fire wardens / Emergency
Marshals.
Tests?
Worry!

Community
How do we keep a sense of
community?
Anxiety?

At home
New homeworkers!
Mental
Health
Information

Relationships

Social media

Finding space
Benefits?

At home
One hub

Information

At home
Look for the good in any situation !
No commuting
Reduction in cost and time
Benefits?

Family time
Learn new things
Take the time to learn new
things yourself in a work and
non-work setting

Don’t over-work, make time for
the family!

At home
Embracing social media in and out of the office
Lots of options!
Connects us all
Social media

We needed to use how to learn
it in some instances and in
others how to BETTER use it

Meetings

Learn how to let go
We have guidelines
Trust people using it socially!

Advice
Guides
Learn-as-we-go

Yammer and email (work)
Skype (work)
Zoom (social)
WhatsApp (social)
Google hangouts (social)
Healthunlocked (social)
Action for Happiness (promote
on Yammer)
Charities e.g. elefriends (MIND)

At home
New homeworkers!
Mental Health First Aid
Using the people we have in a
different way
Mental
Health

Empower the social
Yammer campaign
Being human and open

Find a slogan that works with your
company values to drive your
message!
Physical distancing not social distancing!

Information

Intranet
Leveraging what we have, EAP
etc.

Leaders
Being better than ever
Advice to them from HR

At home
If you are uncomfortable – you are really not happy!
Learn about ergonomics

Finding space

They came to me!
Step outside of the regulations
but don’t hit a lower standard!

Don’t stress out each other

You can’t do it once

Try and give your partner space!
But make time – maybe over
lunch??
Be social on social apps to help
you to disconnect for a few
moments

Homeworkers in phases.
It’s a marathon not a sprint!
Product diversification – make it
fun and or engaging – you still
need a hook

At home
New homeworkers!
Who are all these insane
people I live with??
Relationships

Alone time
Family time
Partner time

It’s a different team
dynamic at work!
Social media is a tool!
What tools do you have?
Video calls – you might hate it
but it might be important!

It’s an opportunity
Learn together
Play together
A new dynamic?

Very practical questions and concerns
What am I getting asked on a daily basis?

Ergonomics?

I feel isolated!

Help it hurts!
How does this work?

Use what you have
Be human
Social media can connect us
socially in a positive way!

It’s a different team
dynamic at work!
Social media
What tools do you have
Video calls – you might hate it
but it might be important

Business benefits – BEFORE COVID-19
The returns on investment
Higher
staff retention
&
engagement

Greater
productivity
– up to 20%

Improved
efficiency &
effectiveness

Reduced
sickness
absence

Reputation &
profile

Stronger
employer
brand

Key takeaways
It worked for us and might work for you?
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Social media is a tool

Ergonomics

Teamworking

Work-life balance

Breathe

•

•

•

•

•
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•
•
•
•
•

It’s not good or
bad it’s a tool.
Pick a platform –
at least on a team
by team basis
Learn together
It’s ok to make
mistakes
We are social
animals!
Respect matters!

•
•
•

People are
really
interested –
cool!
Give guidance
Be open to
new ideas and
ways of
working.
Keep
communicating

•
•
•
•

We are
developing
Back to point
one!
Communicate!
Daily check-ins
help
70% of
communication
is non-verbal
so do a video
call!
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•
•

Encourage
your people to
work sensible
hours.
This is a
marathon not a
sprint
You don’t need
to answer
everything
instantly!
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•

•
•

Wellbeing is never
more important
than it is at the
moment.
Everything is
already online.
You have lots of
things
Use the relevant
means to make it
relevant to your
workplace!

Leadership is not about
being in charge. Leadership is
taking care of those in your
charge.
Simon Sinek

Thank you

